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Abstract

A modular orbital transfer vehicle for both. scientific and storable bi-propellant reaction control system
cargo transportation missions - called MESCATS - has for the secondary (OMS/AOCS) propulsion
been investigated. in particular for advanced transporta- system.
tions between operational bases as well In a geostationary
orbit as in a lunar orbit. A cluster of electrical ion-thrusters The modular concept and the performance capabilities
(RIT 35) recently under development tests, has been con- of MESCATS are presented for a typical launch mass of
sidered as the main propulsion system. MESCATS Is due 5.5 Mg and compared with a chemical (cryogenic) orbital
to its high specific impulse (up to 38 000 Nsec/kg) an inter- transfer vehicle (C - OTV).
esting candidate providing not only high delta velocity in-
crements (relevant in particular for scientific missions), but
will be especially economic also for cargo missions (Earth/
Moon) concerning Its lower propellant demand - com-
pared to chemical orbital transfer vehicles. 2. Mission Objectives

As the analysis has shown. It appears feasible to develop The MESCATS-missions could be grouped in principle
an E - OTV like MESCATS - which could meet a wide into two classes (Fig. 1)
range of operational requirements (such as payload mass.
orbital transfer time. velocity increment) - with key ele- (a) Cargo Missions
ments assumed to be available in Europe in the medium cargo transportation between a man-tended GEO-
term future. BASE and a Station or Platform for example In a

Low Lunar Orbit (LLO). which facilitates lunar
operations (landing. communication, launch) con-

1. Introduction coming the supply of a Lunar Base and to exploit
lunar mining.

The objectives of this investigation deals with the presenta-
tion of (b) Scientific Missions

MESCATS; exploration of asteroids/comets (fly-by. rendez-
vous missions or sample return missions) or exploi-

a synonym for Modular Electric Scientific and Cargo tations of asteroid resources (asteroid mining).
Transportation System. an electrical orbital transfer vehicle
(E - OTV) and its possible application as an electrical or- Typical velocity requirements are listed in TABLE 1.
bital propulsion module (E - OPM). The name MESCATS
has been selected as a working title for an in-house study.

Typical missions for MESCATS have been identified as -

' lunar orbit cargo delivery missions (E - OTV) ,

* scientific missions (asteroid/cometary orbits) / vcjc Tr,,mf vhr,
(E - OPM). --

The general assumptions applied are 'i

Sunmanned orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) based
at a station in GEO.

- reusable (OTV) for multiple reuses and flexible
missions adaptations.

- hybrid propulsion system
electrical ion-thruster for the main (cruise) Fig. 1: Mission Goals
propulsion system.
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TABLE 1: Velocity Requirements (km/sec) Fig 2: Reasons To Investigate Eectrical Transfer Vehicles
(plus chemical secondary propulsion in
addition) IoM- , wmn. Ie Tha m a I o uL

Mission Electrical 190 Mg ii LEO
Min Propuslon

a on
(a) Cargo Transport o GEO Low Lunar Orbit 4 - 5 ULi-.

(E-OTV) 1) o GEO Asteroids 20-24 - LOua

S95 Mg n LEO
(b) Scientific a Planetary

Mission -Orbiter 10-12
(E-OPM) 2) - Sample & Return 12 - 28

o Asteroid/Cometary
- Rndez-vous 10-14 5as MAU 10s0 MAU
- Fly-by & Return 14-17 assuming specific transportation cost of 5.7 MAU/Mg for
- RdV & Sampe Retur 10 -14 ARIANE 5 to LEO and Of 15.3 MAU/Mg to GEO.

1) forward and return The shown remarkable benefits had initiated the following
2) plus e.g. VoD 2 km/sec provided by AR.44L or AR.5 analysis.

This paper is focussed to mission group (a).

4. Lunar Missions
3. Rationales for the Investigation of

MESCATS For a selected lunar example-mission it had been as-
sumed

The goals and the reasons for implementation of an E -
OTV like MESCATS are: - launch site: Space Base at GEO

- target: Lunar Space Station at 200 km
- The propellant mass is considerably reduced altitude

concerning the electrical propulsion system by
a factor = 10. compared to chemical system, whereby an inclination change up to 28.7 at the Lunar
due to its higher specific impulse - reducing capture maneuver has been considered for the trajectory
consequently the transportation cost (propel- analysis.
lant mass. vehicle mass) at least from Earth to
the Space Launch Site, The space launch site at GEO instead at LEO has been

selected concerning the low initial launch acceleration and
- MESCATS will be propelled by a cluster of Ion to avoid multiple passes through the Van-Allen-Belt.

Thruster (RITA-35 with Mercury as propellant)
under development at MBB/Ottobrunn and the Ascent trajectories are shown in Fig. 3 for
University of GleBen (Prof. Loeb),

- F = 0.8 N (28 kW of electrical power)
- A chemical (storable) propulsion system e.g. for transfer time 164 days

orbital/rendez-vous maneuvers wil supplement the
hybrid MESCATS propulsion system. - F - 2 N (69 kW)
The b-propellant system wiN be similar to the transfer time 68 days
existing GalIleo-RPM.

based on an assumed launch mass of 5540 kg (compa-
- The higher specific impulse of the electrical main tible with AR.5 escape orbit capabilities also).

engines wil provide a high velocity Increment,
which enables more demanding scientific missions The influence of thrust level on the transfer time (GEO-
on a European launcher compared to pure chemi- Moon) is shown in Fig. 4
cal propulsion. "

Assuming as a mission scenario to transfer 20 Mg payload -
Into a lunar orbit by about 10 flights a 2 Mg, Fig. 2. it yields -

_____E-Ov C-Ov i ? :
Launch from GEO-BASE LEO-Station

- Mass to be 36 Mg 190 Mg
transported

-Transpor- 555 MAU 1 083 MAU
tation Cost

9I M -0* U U i tt a i 1 t t r
LIGT TIM MO-MO IDMni
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Fig. 4: MESCATS [ASCENT TRAJECTORY FROM
GEO-BASE TO LOW LUNAR ORBIT (200 km)
BY ELECTRICAL PROPULSION + Biprop. Secondary System

M = 5.5 Mg
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F * OIN (28kW)

Tf 14 days
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The outage effect on trip time by the electrical propulsion 400 o 100 0 100 200 300 400 m

system during eclipse passages has not been considered s0 RA3IUS (3100 ,
for this previous rough trajectory calculation.

P/L 15 Mg

For the return flight back to the GEO-BASE, It could be As mentioned above, a secondary (bi-propellant) propul-
distinguished between sion system is required for injection and lunar escape ma-

neuvers, in order to avoid time consuming transfer maneu-
- E - OTV - return vers or to avoid much higher thrust levels (. 20 N). which
- payload round trip mission requires to cluster 100 x RIT-35 engines Instead of 10 units
- payload retur/refuelling at Lunar Station. and to increase the electrical power to about 700 kW.

which appears unrealistic, because it is too expensive and
In order to safe transfer time, a chemical propulsion sys- voluminous.
tem (4 x 400 N) has been implemented as well for the
injection into circular orbits around Moon as for the lunar The resulting hybrid propulsion system reduces, however,
escape, moreover for plane-change maneuvers and for considerably the a priori advantages of a pure electrical
final orbit corrections. In addition a lunar departure orbit at propulsion system. The stored impulse of the secondary
10 000 km altitude has been assumed, to which the E - propulsion system amounts to about a quarter of the elec-
OTV may be transferred by a lunar C - OTV. trical main propulsion system.

Return trajectories are shown in Fig. 5 for two thrust levels
(0.8 N and 2 N). A summary of the characteristic data for Propulsion Main/Crulse Secondary Remarks
the considered lunar missions are given in Table 2. System (electrical) (81-Propellant)

o Isp 37 965 3 150 Nsec/kg

TABLE 2: Summary Data for Lunar Cargo Mission
o A V 3 920 1 150 m/sec

E - OTV Payload Refuelling . forward 2 000 700 LLO 200 km
return round-trip at LO . return 1 920 450 LO 10 000 km

Mo (GEO) 5.54 - - - Mg o Stored

MP/L (deliv.) 2.4 1.5 2 1.2 2.7 1.9 Mg Impulse 20 E6 5-6 E6 Nsec

Tf (forward) 163 68 163 68 163 68 days

Mo (LO) 1.8 2.7 4.19 4.2 5.54 5.54 Mg For the sake of this analysis exercise Mercury has been
MPic(retum) - - 2 1.2 3.1 2.3 Mg chosen for the electrical propellant regarding the un-
Tf(return) 86 85 200 132 264 174 days manned cargo/scientific missions due to its good power/

thrust- and thrust/weight-ratios. However. poisonous and
F (N) 0.8 2 0.8 2 0.8 2 contamination considerations concerning space center
P4i (kw) 28 69 28 69 28 69 operations could change this selection to use an inert gas

l____ __ ike Xenon. The concluding study results would be quite
similar.
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Fig. 5: MESCATS RETRN TRAJECTORY FROM
LUNAR ORBIT TO GEO-BASE
BY ELECTRICAL PROPULSION + Biprop Secondary System

F * OJ N. Md S540 kg. Hn * 10000 kn
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5. E - OTV Spacecraft . Specific Impulse 37 965 Nsec/kg (Mercury)
SVelocity increment range 5 to 20 km/sec

For the MESCATS design approach the following guide-
lines and considerations have been applied:

* Chemical (storeable) Propulsion System

-multiple reusable E - OTV, based at a GEO-sta- (application for OMS- and AOCS-operations)
tion. in order to reduce considerably inter-orbital . 4 x 400 N- and 24 x 10 N-thrusters
transfer cost compared to expendable OTVs sta- . Specific Impulse < 3 150 Nsec/kg (MMH/
tioned at the Earth, NTO)

SVelocity increment range 100 - 1400 m/sec

-modular configuration/subsystem (number/size of
propellant tanks, number of EPS-engines. subsys- - design point
tems accommodated in dedicated ORUs) to facl- o launch mass 5.5 Mg
Iltate easier maintenance and fuel resupply at the o payload mass = 2 Mg Lunar missions

GEO-BASE (and/or Lunar Space Port), 850 kg Scientific mis-
sions.

the E - OTV version is an autonomous/automa-
ted space transfer vehicle, comprising a complete
set of standard subsystems (+ docking elements), A 3-dimensional view of the MESCATS-configuration is

including a photo-voltaic solar generator (deploy- presented in Fig. 6. showing

able, sun tracking) up to . 70 kW electrical power
(1 AU) In case of a 2 N-thrust-level. o a hexagonal body

4.5 m 4) envelope diameter x 4.5 m lenght

- the E - OPM version is designed for direct Injec- three-axis stabilized with adapters for a launch

tion into an escape orbit by ARIANE 5 (e.g. Voa of vehicle (AR.5) respectively the payload at both

2 km/sec), comprising at least the propulsion part ends,

using electrical subsystems form the attached pay-
load if applicable. o the two large solar generator wings extending

normal to the orbital plane.

- hybrid propulsion system, comprising clusters of
electrical engines and chemical thrusters: o two high-gain antennas to be deployed within the

orbital plane.

Electrical Propulsion System (EPS)
12 RIT-35M engines o clusters of electrical and chemical thrusters.

(10 out of 12. operating at 0.2 N nominally
each at 1 AU) o a number of ORUs and external RCS-tanks.
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- GNCS GPS-trp., IMU. Star Sensor System.
' /  GNC-Processor

- RVD RVD-sensors. standard, unpres-
surized docking/berthing adaptor

- EPS 4 + 2 or 10 + 2 a 0.2 N RITA-35
engines - applying Mercury
for 0.8 N respectively 2 N thrust

-- - RCS storable. bipropellant MMH/NTO
..... OMS (4 x 400 N + 4 x 10 N). AOCS

(8 x 3 1 10 N)

- DMS autonomous/automated control
system interspace and ground com-

RFg. 6: MESCATS, 3-Dimensional View munication links.
(6 respt. 12 RITA-35 Main Engines)

The MESCATS configuration allows a very flexible accom-
The cross-sections of MESCATS as given In Fig. 7 pro- modation of propellants for both electrical and chemical
vide an indication about the accommodation and location propulsion within internal and/or external tanks. Table 3.
of the elements. like the stowed solar generator, the Depending on specific mission requirements, the distribu-
stowed high gain antennas, the internal EPS- and RCS- ton of the propellant storage mass can be selected, up to
tanks, the external RCS-tanks and the subsystem ORUs, = 2 Mg for each kind are allowable.
moreover the gimballed EPS-thruster cluster and the RCS- TABLE 3: MCATS - TANK CAPACITY RANGE
thrusters. QOi kg MB so t o kg m .MT

A summary of the features of the considered subsystems s) 3 -T Sm 7n 2. 4 a r st r 3m
is as following:) 1

M~r 9 g R) O 6 Mo 0oo e60. 1200. o00 kg
reaur f RCS-us'

- Structure Hexagonal, double wall primary C-n ru-al Ealraul

structure, subsystems housed in 2zs oo0mm 1 00 koo 4 ar urAtmu a mm
ORUs (12 container, up to 30 units) 4" * 3*m * = 1Illi/-or =wkg

For an OTV propelled by electrical thrusters, the economic
- Solar Generator Photo-Voltaic, deployable double generation of electrical power is very important. A sum-

wing, sun-tracking by BAPTA, Super mary of the MESCATS-power budget is given in Table 4
ULP - I configuration up to 25 kW. T- with examples for solar generators using either the deploy-
configuration up to 100 kW, or SARA able hybrid panel Super ULP (Si-cells) or the unfoldable
> 25 kW (160 W/m at 1 AU: 78 W/ SARA (GaAs cells on louver blades with concentrators).
kg)

A summary of the mass budget (without the EPS- and
- El. Power Supply Maximum Power Point Tracking Assy RCS-tank mass figures) Is compiled in Table 5.

plus battery system Considering the tank mass figures are functions of the
- Thermal Control Passively, plus heat pipe radiators stored propellant for the EPS ranging from 5 kg (290 kg) to

and louver system for ORUs 24 kg (2600 kg). respectively for the RCS ranging from 46
kg (420 kg) to 180 kg (2135 kg). it has been derived an
(averaging) analytical function for the MESCATS dry mass

-. I l - Mdry = 1 394 kg + 633 (F - 0.8 N) +
+ 0.0082 (MP/EPS - 290 kg) +

". ( "i + 0.078 (MP/RCS - 420 kg).

- . Fig. 7: MESCATS, Modular Design Approach, Tank
SArrangement, Subsystem ORUs
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TABLE 4: E -OPM / -OT POWIER SUMMARY TABLE 5: MESCATS MASS BUDGET (kg) SUMMARY
C______Enginee RT1-35 M

SAu Main Engines 6 EPS 12 EPS
-OP. enr 0 410.2N.*M n :. imgs 1.N.2N : 12 M 0. N27.6 kW 2 N/69 kW
- Sb Engn2 2
- TnrPmr aM w (33 wmIN) MaOW
- .P a. Pam 70r W 30 W Primary Structue 180 200
- o. Lo (2 %) so W I o w Second Structure 70 100
-Too Per ow Me Thermal Control 76 80
as Au Power Supply (SARA) 212 468

- Opa Esqr 2x N .L .N . 2 rm 40 10.1 N .N 42N :4 4n EPS (w/o tanks) 379 740
- sae nge s RCS (w/o tanks) 31 31
- muwr Pw s S W (33 Wmw) 13 0 GNC 60
. es * PaL Pwr 4W MOW 

N  0

- or. Lao (2 %) 10ow agow RVD 90 90
- tao Po (-OM) * mo w ts o w DMS 45 45

(5 .mvrs) _TT&C 38 38

or aw. Hamnes 40 so
-. Margin (108) 122 191

SO-ASM 173m (eo w/n') m ______
S-Me k a (7i Wn) a he Dry Mass (w/o tanks) 1 343 2 103

SO 144 m (10o w(m) 3 m'
SO-MM I175 k (10 W/kg) 431 kg

Because in general the specific MESCAT set up is influ-

enced by the choice of the

o EPS - thrust level (electrical power) 6. Comparison of Orbital Transfer Vehicles
o EPS - propellant mass
o RCS - propellant mass 6.1 Lunar Missions

(defining the dry/net mass)
The electrical OTV has been compared with chemical

which in turn provides a variety of performance data like OTVs (bi-propellant and cryogenic propulsion) in terms of
payload mass and transfer time.

o payload mass
o EPS-delta V The following specific impulses (Nsec/kg) have been ap-
o RCS-delta V plied:

a performance capability chart is shown as a selected ex- Engines Main Secondary
ample for F-2N. MP/RCS .1780 kg in Fg. 8. In case there

are chosen a payload mass of 2000 kg and MP/EPS - 600 Electrical 37 965
kg - resulting in a dry mass of 2262 kg and a launch mass (4 to 10 a 0.2 N)
of 6642 kg - the achievable velocity increments will be RITA 35
A VEPS - 3.6 km/sec and a VRcs a 980 m/sec.

-1 BI-Propellant 3 149 2 800

-s (4 x 27,5 kN) (4 x 400 N)
-4 AR.5 - L5 RPM-Galileo

AV, ( km/sec )
Cryogenic 4 700 4 365

.S (2 x 63 kN) (4 x 500 N)
AR - HM7' MBB-developm.

For a LLO-cargo delivery mission, launch from and return
,,,aI "a h of the E - OTV to a GEO-BASE, the payload mass func-

tion versus its launch mass is shown in Fig. 9. Out of the
av9 . two parameters, the thrust level (electrical power) and the

, transfer time, the latter is the more determining factor.

Assuming for explanation of the chart a

So 4 000 kg payload as example moreover
•0 < A. 2 N (69 kW) and a forward transfer time

S V (m/sec) of 110 days

M , (kg) 41 a launch mass of 9.25 Mg is required.

ig. 8: MESCATS - Performance Capability Range
for F=2 N ( 69 kW) , M,,pc1780 kg const.
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SA comparison summary is given in Table 6 (1) and 6 (2).
. .The longer flight time for an E - OTV will not be important

i m i,,,." T." i ", for a moderate mission model in a lunar exploration pilot
i -,--L .,-- phase (e.g. 20 Mg/10 y - 1 LpA a 2 Mg). In case of a

regular more frequently supply of a lunar base (e.g. 200
min=) Mg/ 10 y - 10 LpA a 2 Mg) the fleet size of E - OTVs has

t 'o be increased (but with the benefit of a lower number of
re-uses):

I L, r  E - OTV C - OTV
0 -I 8 (2 N) (2 x 63 kN)

I I turn-around time 126 days 33 days

uLw WU , 0 possible LpA/OTV 3 11
Fig. 9: Performane Diagramme for Electrical (Hybrid)

Orbital Transfer Vehicle fleet size
operat. + spare 4+ 1 1 +1

The same payload could be transferred in
178 days with 0.8 N (28 kW) N of Reusesper

OTV/10 y 25 100demanding a launch mass of 7.8 Mg only.

In case a slightly slower transfer is accepted (206 days),
and some propellant is added, a payload mass of 5 000 or the payload mass has to be increased to a 7 Mg and
kg is achievable for a launch mass of 9.25 Mg. the thrust level accordingly to maintain the acceleration.

For the purpose of comparison, however, a payload mass
of 2 Mg will be considered, leading for the E - OTV to a TABLE & COMPARISON SUMMARY (1)
launch mass from GEO of 4.9 Mg - with a transfer time of
156 days for 0.8 N (28 kW).

* E - OTV: - cra of iWm -s(mtci por) oaua be saupaod
0 lr I rDe v rnsfer Uns

Fig. 10 presents the Payload/Launch mass functions for nor a wn ,U.. - A rav S n t
chemical OTVs. A cryogenic OTV would need for the pitm")
same payload mass of 2 Mg a lift-off mass of 21 Mg. for a o or oM n. pm p ee-
launch from a LEO-Space Station (transfer time 6 days. ,
thrust 126 kN, electr. power = 1 kW). - La -m runm i .a** -ra a o-aG

1/1 1 1 1 - * c - OTV: - TluNi LW wMrUan h Mno re rad m on msi tM

LE - - &_ - Lao ar raewn i Meisbe from nd 0 LEO-SM aso or
Scry 5ooc prop iomn. r b-pomep a GEO- SE i pracf-

_ aam-r01nif11.L --

S-TABLE 6: COMPARSON SUMMARY (2)

S- i .^-IJ-- ^ 1 1 P|ytoel Mass

ii
SW I ' &4W -uo-s

Si I I -OTV C -OTV bo Bpp) C-OWT (Cryo)

0 & 2000 2000 2000 2000
Fig. 10: Performance Diagramme for Chemical Orbital

Transfer Vehicles (cryogenic, bi-propellant) - * 0, 1, a ,
We o 114 4O 2

Some options are shown in Fig. 10. e.g. if the C - OTV is 7 21 O
launched also from a GEO-BASE. moreover if storable bi-
propellant is used instead of cryogenic ones. The situation Z3, 1 2.

for C - OTVs could be improved, if aerobraking during_____ _

return to Earth and/or refuelling at lunar space station (at
least for LOX) could be assumed.
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The infrastructure in orbit (assumed to be operational 7. Conclusions
available), which will be used for the distinct Orbital Trans.
fer Vehicle comprises for MESCATS (E - OTV) appears as an interesting orbital

transfer vehicle for lunar cargo delivery missions
E - OTV C - OTV (launched from a GEO-BASE) concerning its lower pro-

pellant mass - compared to chemical OTVs. Moreover
MESCATS could be used in a modified expendable version

(LEO-Station) LEO-Station (E - OPM) for scientific missions launched by ARIANE 5
GEO-BASE with wide performance capability ranges.
(LEO/GEO-OTV)
LLO-Station LLO-Staton In case high performance electrical engines could replace

LLO/LO-OTV the bi-propellant secondary thrusters of the hybrid MES-
CATS propulsion system, the advantages of the electrical
propulsion would become more evident.

Concerning the development status of the OTV-candi-
dates. some areas have been identified for specific devel- References
opments:

p1/ Electrical Propulsion Module Study for ESTEC,
E-OTV: - long-life tests for electrical propulsion Task 1 Report 1985, Task 2 Report 1986.

systems MBB - Space Systems, H. Bassner et al.
flight tests for large solar generators

/2/ Solar- and Nuclear Electric Propulsion for High
C-OTV: - re-ignitable, throttable cryogenic Energy Orbits

engines IAF-87-198, Brighton 1987.
storage of cryogenic propellant for H. Loeb (Uni GieBen), H. Bassner (MBB).
long-duration missions
refuelling in space of cryogenic /3/ Orbital Propulsion Module Phase A-Study for
propellant. ESTEC, 1987.

MBB/ERNO. W. Kleinau et al.
In conclusion the E-OTV could be made available in
Europe by a medium term development. /4/ Anwendungsm6glichkeiten von wiederverwend-

baren Orbitalen-Transferfahrzeugen mit elektri-

6.2 Scientific Missions schen Antrieben (ETV).
Internal Study Note TN-373, 1987, W. Kleinau,

For a modified MESCATS used as an expendable OPM for MBB Space Systems.

scientific missions, e.g. a sample & return asteroid/com-
etary mission, direct injection into an escape orbit by
ARIANE 5/H10 has been assumed. The achievable pay- Abbreviations
load mass is listed in Table 7.
In this case the E - OPM is clearly superior to an C - OPM AOCS Altitude & Orbit Control System

in terms of mass and velocity increment capabilities. C-OTV Orbital Transfer Vehicle, propelled
by chemical propulsion

TS () COMPAON E-OTV dto., propelled by electrical propul-
TABLE 7: PAYLOAD MASS (kg) COsPAISON

SCE IC MISOS sion
EPS Electrical Propulsion System
GEO Geosynchronous Orbit

__ _ 
v  S a - om c - m  LEO Low Earth Orbit

2 u 12o Io LO Lunar Orbit

1 7 LLO Low Lunar Orbit
1 so Ns LpA Launch per Year

O- MS Orbital Maneuvering System

24 7 114 OPM Orbital Propulsion Module
63 ORU On-orbit Replaceable Unit

s.a 1.as 12 o s0 RCS Reaction (Chemical) Control System
RITA Radio Frequency ION Thruster

T tm
r N 0.8 2 2 x 3 k

Powr W) 27.8 . Assembly

SARA Solar Array with Radiating Mirror

ULP Ultra Light Panel
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